
   
 

FUNDING BOARD MEETING 

2nd SESSION, FALL SEMESTER 

SEPTEMBER 26th, 2016 

 

 

 

I. CALL TO ORDER (6:00pm) 

 

II. ROLL CALL 

A. Quorum Met 

 

III. EXPLAINATIONS 

A. Minutes 

i. Constitutionally, Director of Business Administration 

Tasha Gordon is in charge of taking minutes at meetings. 

However, she is also in charge of chairing Funding 

Board. As it is difficult to both chair a meeting and take 

minutes at said meeting, minutes at funding board will be 

taken by a Funding Board Representative selected each 

week by the DBA 

ii. Guidelines for minute taking: 

a. Should be as close to word-for word as possible, 

especially during discussion 

b. Can be taken in any format, but need to be succinct 

and understandable 

c. Minutes need to be professional and appropriate. 

Professional Staff and partner organizations do 

read our minutes, so represent Funding Board and 

RHA accordingly 

iii. Jaelene 

B. Reports 

i. Funding Board Reports  

a. We will designate one bill per person to report to 

General Senate 

i. Please remember the reporting expectations, 

as were discussed last week 



   
ii. Bill 1601. Maddie will report 

iii. Bill 1602 Rihannon reporting 

iv. Bill 1603 Nikhil Puri reporting 

v. Bill 1604 Bronson Will Report 

IV. NEW BUSINESS 

A. Bill 1601 Corn Maze 

i. Presentation: written by Cassidy Murray and Kayla 

Wong RA’s in Ingersoll 

a. Want to create community between the students 

outside of the campus setting, since they are all 

first year students it is important to create these 

connections in a more social setting. One of the 

things that the corn maze will provide students 

with is having to work together to find their ways 

out of the maze having to problem solve. There 

will be many activities along with the corn maze. 

Transportation cost can be covered by other funds. 

ii. Question and Answer 

a. (Q) Who is this program for? 

i. (A) this program is for the RA’s each hall. 

b. (Q) Is there a learning experience that will get out? 

i. A) a time to decompress from hard studying 

iii. Discussion:  

a. Josh says that there is not enough of a reason for 

this program. 

b.  Rhiannon likes the idea of the program but 

because it is costly, we could possibly just provide 

funding for the tickets and not the transportation.  

c. Bronson says that the program should also be kept 

only to their hall it could provide an opportunity to 

get the students to go because many students 

cannot do these things on their own. They want to 

amend the bill, we are now discussing. one point 

was made that they can cover the cost of 

transportation, yet a majority of the senator’s agree 

that the cost will be covered by RHA.  



   
iv. Vote 7-0-0 

B. Bill 1602 FIFA 

i. Presentation: Tyler Olson, Hamza Ahmed 

a. Hamza has a lot of experience in RHA and is a 

RA. Tyler is also an RA of Parmelee. Fifa 17 disk 

tournament, xbox and play station 4. Purpose is to 

get people that are introverts to have a place to 

hang out and get to meet people while staying in. 

The bill comes up from building community, 6 

copies of fifa, PS4 copies. 83 people went to their 

program that was made in the past on the Fifa 

tournaments. A video was being shown with all of 

participation last week. Copies of the game will 

given as a prize of winning. Advertisements will 

be placed everywhere  

ii. Question and Answer 

a. (Q) How will the Coke grant play into the 

tournament? 

i. (A) There is no cost on our behalf, also since 

it is in Durrell will be  

b. (Q) Where will it be held? 

i. A) In Durrell 

c. (Q) Will be RHA be credited? 

i. A) Yes, RHA will show as a sponsor.  

d. (Q) Where will the consoles be provided from? 

i. A) They will be donated for the events 

e. (Q) If the games will be later given, is there a way 

to wait for the costs to go down?  

i. A) The game will always be the same price.  

iii. Discussion:  

a. Maddie thought they were doing a great job.  

b. Bronson thinks the program is very credible and 

organized. Likes the inclusions.  

c. Nikhil, as an international student thinks that the 

program is an awesome idea because there isn’t 



   
always confidence in their English so a game 

would build community. 

d.  Rhiannon knows that CSU as a whole has a large 

gaming community 

iv. Vote 6-0-1 

C. Bill 1603 Party Smart TABLED.  

D. Bill 1604 Swing Dancing Written by Kelly Boiken Ra LV  

i. Presentation: Kelly Boike: Pillar for the program this 

month is leadership, LSC puts on swing night, a group of 

LV students would be taken to the swing dance offered 

here at CSU, pillar would be fulfilled with the swing 

dance since dance needs a leader and follower. Pizza 

would provide a chance to have a conversation while 

eating, about leadership 

ii. Question and Answer 

a. (Q) What group will participate? 

i. (A) Laurel Village Students, not exclusive to 

but designed for them 

b. (Q) How will the conversations go, or begin?  

i. A) Not sure, no clear answer but something 

along the lines of when is it to a good time 

to step up and when to step down. 

c. (Q) How were the RA’s chosen to be part of this? 

i. A) The groups were assigned by boss.  

iii. Discussion:  

a. Bronson thinks that the bill is a good way to get 

the hall to build community the amount of money 

that is asked for is reasonable.  

b. Josh mentioned that he also likes the bill in the 

way that the money being asked for is reasonable 

and the discussion main points can provide the 

students with something to learn as well 

c. . Rhiannon also agrees, says that this program will 

not be as successful without pizza, therefore it is 

seen as a reasonable bill.  

iv. Vote 7-0-0 



   
V. OLD BUSINESS 

A. No old business 

 

VI. OPEN FORUM AND GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 

A. No open forum or general announcements 

 

VII. ROLL CALL 

 

VIII. ADJOURNMENT 

 

 


